Dog Park Solutions
For Smaller Spaces

Product Features:

- Brought to you by Dog-ON-It-Parks, the world leader in creating pet-friendly communities.
- The most affordable way to become truly pet-friendly!
- Designed specifically for multi-family communities, doggy daycares, RV parks/campgrounds and smaller size parks.
- Manufactured with rust-resistant, heavy gauge aluminum and stainless steel hardware.
- Walking surfaces feature non-slip texture for safety and added durability.
- Play components suitable for both small and large dogs, and any size in between!
- Contemporary color scheme of Green with Black and White accents.

For more information including specifications, visit www.dog-on-it-parks.com or www.canine-courtyard.com, or call toll free at 877-348-3647 for expert dog park advice.
For more dog park solutions or to place an order, visit www.dog-on-it-parks.com

**Agility Components**

**CC5620 - Husky Triple Hoop**
This attractive jump offers two hoops for the smaller pups and one for their medium sized friends.

**CC5502 - Collie Crawl**
Make the most of your space with this two in one component that offers both a tunnel and a jump.

**CC5403 - Dachshund Double Ramp**
A unique product you won’t find anywhere else! Similar to our Whippet Walk but with offset, zigzag style ramps for more fun.

**CC5405 - Samoyed Sit & Stay Table**
A smaller version of a popular Wait Table. Dogs love to hop up and wait patiently for a treat!

**CC5601/CC5602 – Single and Double Pointer Plank Jumps**
Available in two different heights to help dogs of various sizes and ability levels to develop timing and jumping skills.

**CC5620 - Husky Triple Hoop**
This attractive jump offers two hoops for the smaller pups and one for their medium sized friends.

Pet-friendly communities aren’t just a trend, they’re here to stay. Did you know studies have shown that dogs with access to regular daily exercise are not only healthier, but they make better neighbors?

Playtime at the dog park helps to burn excess energy that could otherwise lead to barking, chewing and other unwanted behaviors. In addition to the benefits these conveniences offer to your four-legged residents, communities that provide on-site amenities such as dog parks have a lower resident turnover rate and better reviews than their non pet-friendly competition.

Let our dog park experts help you become more pet-friendly today!
CC5404 – Dalmatian Discs
One of the most fun components for a dog to learn! This series of unique circular platforms requires your dog to step or jump from the various heights.

CC5501 - Sheltie Shimmy Poles
Our soft weave poles are designed to flex and slowly spring back, so they're both safe and chew proof.

CC5603 – Westie Window Jump
Attractive window-style jump is low to the ground to accommodate even the smallest of dogs.

CC5401 – Corgi Climb
Just over two feet high, this compact version of a popular A-Frame is perfect for dogs of all sizes.

CC5402 – Whippet Walk
The Dog Walk Ramp is one of the most popular agility components and is a great piece as part of a course, or as a stand alone.

CC5406 – Scottie Seesaw
The Seesaw is a more challenging (but very fun!) piece of dog park equipment. It helps to improve balance and coordination, and is a great confidence booster.

For more dog park solutions or to place an order, visit www.dog-on-it-parks.com
7202 – Basic Dog Paw Bench
Available with either a dog paw or dog bone icon, or easily customizable with your own logo for no additional charge. Mounting options: Surface mount, inground or portable.

7214 - Deluxe Dog Watering Station
The fountain that does it all; it features a pet bowl, leash hook and hose bibb for dog washing and easy park maintenance. Many other models available!

7260 – Fire Hydrant
The one item no dog park is complete without! Available in our standard red, or also with a spray function for those hot summer days.

CC5706 – Biscuit Bone Bench
This whimsical and eco-friendly (made from recycled plastic!) bench comes in both four and six foot options suitable for any size space.

7408 – Waste Pick Up Station
There’s no easier way to help keep your community clean. The stations come complete with the post, dispenser, sign, waste receptacle and bags to help you get started. Call us for your bag refills too!

For more dog park solutions or to place an order, visit www.dog-on-it-parks.com